ABYS from Chur GR

**Description of coat of arms / bla sonation**

In blue, three turned, golden snakes on top of each other.


ABYS from Chur GR

**Description of coat of arms / bla sonation**

Three golden snakes in blue one on top of the other.

source (https://chgh.ch/quellen/14-qu-heraldica-helvetica)

ABYS from Chur GR, formerly from Piuro GR

**Description of coat of arms / Bla soning**

Two silver buckets in blue, connected by a black yoke, covered by a golden snake with a stake, with a grizzled, natural child.

Description of coat of arms / Blazoning

Two golden buckets in blue, connected with a black yoke, covered by a golden snake in stacks with a grizzled, natural child.


Description of coat of arms / Blazoning

Two golden buckets in blue, connected with a black yoke, covered by a golden snake in stacks with a grizzled, natural child.

source (https://chgh.ch/quellen/147-historisch-biographisches-lexikon-der-schweiz)

Description of coat of arms / Blazonation

In blue, stake-wise, a golden snake with a grizzled, silver child accompanied by two golden buckets.

source (https://chgh.ch/quellen/14-qu-heraldica-helvetica)